
Reading your article in the local paper got me to thinking is the fishery board going to ask the haaf 
netters, stake nets and any body else with a net to return their catch of sea trout. I think not just 
saying. 
 
 

 

 

I have fished the Annan for many years now and would like to make a few points regarding 
the proposals. 
1. This year the net fisheries have had a bumper harvest,as the board point out ,they won't 
all be Annan fish but this would suggest a healthy number would be returning to the Annan 
had they not been intercepted by the nets.Given the low water they had nowhere else to 
go!.A wildfowl ban is imposed after so many days of freezing conditions,could not the same 
apply to so many days of low water along with a one fish limit for rod anglers? 
 
2.Unfortunately netsmen are notorious for perhaps not  telling the truth about their 
catches.I refer to the cases against the English haaf netters who were taken to court for 
falsifying their records,I believe only one out of the whole number had been accurate in his 
return.Can we be certain the statistics quoted on numbers caught by nets is accurate? and 
who will be enforcing the proposals at 3am on a wet and windy Solway morning? In the 
70/80's I was a Water Bailiff on the English side of the Solway and know the problems.I 
remain sceptical! 
 
3.I have noted over the years the proliferation of fish eating ducks,Gooseanders and 
mergansers.Only last week I saw about 20 working small fish into the shallows and they are 
doing this every day on the entire river.Is it not time a serious cull on these birds was 
imposed? 
 
4.You mention the Brown Trout population in your statistics.Needless to say they don't go 
to sea and run the same risks as sea trout and most anglers now put them back(I know all go 
back on the Annan)in most rivers I fish.Having Brown Trout in your consultation stats is a bit 
misleading ,as the two carn't be compared because of their life cycle. 
 
Thank you for your time Mary,I fear the worst of course ,as I fish in England and the ban on 
taking Spring fish is still(and always will be)in place even though on the Eden they've 
recovered very well.You're right to point out the economic benefits rod angling brings to 
areas.We don't fish in England in the Spring now,we go to Scotland.We put most fish back 
anyway but if one is badly hooked or taken for the table there isn't a problem.Scotland 
economic gain! 
 


